Abstract-E-Bayesian credible limit estimations of failure rate mean life and reliability based on four different prior distributions of hyper parameter are given for zero-failure data from products with exponential distribution Relations among E-Bayesian credible limits and classical confidence limit are discussed
I. INTRODUCTION
In the test of reliability the obtained test data is generally number-truncated data or time-truncated data Sometimes in the number-truncated test since the practical test condition is restricted the time of test for long life sample is so long untill the r samples are failures During the time-truncated test of product with low reliability failure events often occur Then there are mature statistical methods We often meet with a kind of no failure data during the time-truncated life test, especially, when sample size is relatively small or the concerned product is already of high reliability That is no sample failures in the restricting test time How to deal with this kind of data is more and more emphasized by researchers Since [1] appeared zero-failure data has been studied for more than 20 years [2] gave Bayesian estimations of failure rate and reliability with exponential distribution In order to Huanbin Liu is with C Co ol ll le eg ge e o of f M Ma at th he em ma at ti ic cs s a an nd d I In nf fo or rm ma at ti io on n S Sc ci ie en nc ce e H Hu ua an ng gg ga an ng g N No or rm ma al l U Un ni iv ve er rs si it ty y H Hu ua an ng gz zh ho ou u H Hu ub be ei i 4 43 38 80 00 00 0 C Ch hi in na a * corresponding author produce Bayesian estimations the prior to distribution was yielded in the known prior value of parameter [3] provided optimal lower confidence limits (classical confidence limit) of mean life and reliability in the case of zero-failure data for exponential distribution [4] gave the estimations and property of E-Bayesian credible limit of failure rate and reliability about zero-failure data of exponential distribution [5] [6] provided the estimations of reliability parameter in the case of zero-failure using no memory property of exponential distribution [7] gave Bayesian estimation and hierarchical Bayesian estimation of failure rate on the base estimation of reliability is provided when the prior density kernel of the failure rate is the form 
Zero -Failure Data for Exponential Distribution
The prior density function of λ is given as 
the corresponding E-Bayesian credible upper limits of failure rate λ are respectively
In the case of zero-failure data the likelihood function [8] 
If the prior density function of λ is given by (2) according to the Bayesian theorem then the posterior density function of λ will be given
ii If the prior density function of hyper parameter b
Similarly if the prior density function of hyper parameter
π the E-Bayesian credible upper limit of failure rate λ will be
π the E-Bayesian credible upper limit of failure rate
If the prior density function of hyper parameter b is ) ( 4 b π the E-Bayesian credible upper limit of failure rate
Thus the proof is completed 3.2 Property of E-Bayesian credible upper limits of failure rate Theorem 2 [3] For the zero-failure data set 
V. ANALYSIS OF A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
Consider zero-failure data of some engine presented in table 1 (time unit second) [9] The life of this engine obeys exponential 
CONCLUSION
In the case of zero-failure data the estimations of E-Bayesian credible upper limits with failure rate are given ( prior distributions of hyper parameter are four different distributions) The relations among different credible upper limits and classical confidence upper limit are discussed The estimations and property of E-Bayesian credible lower limits for mean life and reliability are provided Finally calculations are performed according to practical data Result shows that four kinds of E-Bayesian credible upper limits of failure rate are superior to classical confidence upper limit Four kinds of E-Bayesian credible lower limits of mean life and reliability are superior to classical confidence lower limit When prior distribution of hyper parameter is uniform distribution E-Bayesian credible limit is in the middle of situation among four kinds of E-Bayesian credible limits and classical confidence limit When prior density function of hyper parameter is 
